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This keynote represents an internal training over lunch. The goal is 
to expose your staff to new technological advancements and give 
you an insight into the potentials of decentralized technologies. 

According to a Gallup poll, two out of three employees engage in 
a rulebook slowdown and one out of seven has already mentally 
resigned. How can we use new forms of organizations and new 
technologies for the workplace of the 21st century?

Description
Organizational studies is an old discipline that has received a new 
set of tools through decentralized technologies. Teams worldwide 
are researching the most innovative technologies to use in your 
organization, to automate certain recurring tasks in a reliable and 
comprehensive way and adapt through restructuring to the new 
challenges of this century. 

Change is of course a delicate process that needs time and starts with 
understanding the «Why».

You don’t need to turn your organization upside down, but having in 
mind how you can form agile teams and knowing about the latest 
research in the field of organizational studies is definitely an enabler to 
think about contemporary challenges.

Our brown-bag lunches shall give your staff an overview, enable them to 
think about how your company can use these new tools to shape your 
future and ignite new ideas in your organization.

Duration 1:15h

Pricing 1500 CHF

Location In your office facilities

Syllabus

• Evolution of Organizations:

From tribes to to Teal Organizations

• (Decentralized) Future of Work

• Distributed Organizations

• Automation and its implications

• Scenario: Digital Feudalism

• Scenario: Digital Commons

• Non-Future of Work

Dezentrum
The Think Tank Dezentrum creates positive 
future scenarios. With bold hypotheses, 
experiments and our vision Dezentrum is part 
of the discourse about the digital society of 
tomorrow.

Signup and Info
flurin.hess@dezentrum.ch
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